SNAPSHOT STORIES

February 2020

SNAP A PHOTO AND USE THE HASHTAG: #SNAPSHOTDAYNJ

Libraries impact lives. Your story will help us show the legislators and others the importance and impact of libraries.
SNAPSHOT STORIES

February 2020

SNAPSHOT DAY 2018

Focusing on your Library

Brought to you by the New Jersey State Library and the New Jersey Library Association

#SNAPSHOTDAYNJ

SNAPSHOTDAYNJ.ORG

Share a Comment! Tell Us Your Story!

Libraries impact lives. Your story will help us show the legislators and others the importance and impact of libraries.

Snap a Photo and use the hashtag: #SNAPSHOTDAYNJ
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SNAPSHOT STORIES

FEBRUARY 2020

SNAPSHOT DAY 2018

FOCUSING ON YOUR LIBRARY

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE NEW JERSEY STATE LIBRARY AND THE NEW JERSEY LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

#SNAPSHOTDAYNJ

SNAPSHOTDAYNJ.ORG

SHARE A COMMENT! TELL US YOUR STORY!

Libraries impact lives. Your story will help us show the legislators and others the importance and impact of libraries.

SNAP A PHOTO AND USE THE HASHTAG: #SNAPSHOTDAYNJ
SNAPSHOT STORIES
FEBRUARY 2020

ADVOCATE FOR YOUR LIBRARY

SHARE A COMMENT! | TELL US YOUR STORY!

Libraries impact lives. Your story will help us show the legislators and others the importance and impact of libraries.

Snap a photo and use the hashtag: #SNAPSHOTDAYNJ